UNOCANDO
(You No Can Do)

Directions to Solve "UNOCANDO"

Figures No. (1) & (2)-: Move blocks 13-14-15 to Right by sliding on base (NEVER LIFT THE BLOCKS OFF THE Base) Bring down No. 9 and start REVERSING the numbers until you get them in Position In REVERSE as blocks to the Right Figure No. (2) If you can solve this, then REVERSE them back as in No. (1).

Figures No. (3) & (4)-: Place the Numbered Blocks in Position as in No. (3) and move the Blocks as Directed above until you get them in REVERSE as in Figure No. (4) Then REVERSE them back to No. (3).

Figures No. (5) & (6)-: This is More Difficult. Place the Blocks in Position as in No. (4) and Reverse them until you get them in position as in No. (6) Then reverse them back as in No. (5).

Many Combinations can be worked out, BUT TRY and SOLVE THESE FIRST.
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